SKILL

GAME

EQUIPMENT/SET UP DIRECTIONS

Dribble

Swiper Tag

All students have a
The two players without a ball are IT/the swipers. If they swipe your
ball, 2 students without ball, you are now the swiper. You must swipe from someone else
a ball are IT
before you can swipe from the swiper who swiped from you.

Dribble

Tunnel Dribble Tag

All students have a
ball, 2 players are IT

The two players who are IT can have a ball or not, up to the coach. If
tagged, you must stand with your feet apart and hold your soccer ball
over your head. To be saved, a teammate must dribble their ball
through your legs.

Dribble

Red Light/Green Light

Coach on one
end/player on the
other with a ball

Call green light for students to dribble towards you and red light for
them to trap/stop. Play until a winner and let them call red light/green
light.

Dribble

Builders and Bulldozers

Cones scattered in
playing area. Team
divided in half.

Half of the players are trying to pick the cones UP (with their hands)
while the other half are trying to knock the cones DOWN with their
soccer ball. Can play where buliders do not have a ball or where both
builders AND bulldozers have a ball.

Dribble

Honeycombs

Coaches have a stack The players are trying to kick their coach in the feet with their ball. If
of cones, all players
they are successful, the coach hands them a honey comb (cone) to
have a ball
take to their hive (players make a tower of collected cones).

Dribble

Simon Says

one ball per player,
coach is simon

Simon says (once out, continue playing from sideline): pull backs, toe
taps, bell ringer, step overs, jump over, figure 8s, elbow on ball, knee
on ball, quad stretch, hamstring stretch, jumping stars over ball, skip,
high knees, rump kicks, etc

Dribble

Windows

1 ball per player,
cones set up in pairs
to make mini goals

Students dribble around and through the windows as many times as
they can

Dribble and
Pass

Windows

1 ball per pair, cones
Students dribble around and PASS to their partner through the
set up in pairs to make
windows as many times as they can
mini goals

Dribble and
Pass

Circles

2 balls per group

Make a circle with one player on the outside and 4-5 players on the
inside. Player 1 dribbles two times around the outside of the circle.
The other players pass the ball and count each pass in the circle.
How many passes can you make while your teammate dribbles twice
around?

Passing

Mystery Passing

Deck of #ed Cards, 1
ball per pair

Scatter the deck of #ed cards in the middle. Pairs send the player
without the ball to get a card, then pass back and forth that number,
return the card for a new number card, repeat.

Passing

Cone Wars

1 cone and 1 ball per
pair

Place a cone in between two players, pass the ball to knock it down
for 2 points (1 point if ball touches cone but does not knock it over)

Passing

Scramble

1 ball per pair

Pairs pass back and forth (2-touch or 1-touch passes). On the
whistle, whoever has the ball STAYS and whoever does not have the
ball must run and find a new partner.

Kick and Chase

The goal is for you and your partner to make as many clearing
kicks as you can in 2 minutes. Partner 1 will use a clearing
kick, sending the ball as far out into the open space as possible.
After the ball is kicked, Partner 2 will count outloud "1 soccer,
1 ball per pair and 1
2 soccer, 3 soccer” and then run fast to collect the ball and
cone per pair (set up in
dribble it back. Now partner 2 sets the ball back at the start spot
a circle)
and takes their turn to kick. Partner 1 counts "1 soccer, 2
soccer, 3 soccer" and then runs to collect the ball/dribble it
back. Count as a team how many kicks you make - coach
whistles after 2 minutes to end the game.

Passing
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Throw Ins

Throw Off!

1 ball per player

All players line up on the sideline and throw in at the same time farthest ball wins.

Throw Ins

Gold Rush

Bag of Soccer Balls
and 2 teams

One player from each team is the designated throw in teammate,
they stand on the side with all the balls in a pile between them. They
complete a throw in for each ball. While they throw in, ANY player
may get the ball and dribble it back to their goal for a score. No
stealing balls once in a goal, but you MAY steal a ball from the other
team while they retrieve/dribble it.

Dribble/Pass

Monkey in the Middle

Groups of 3 and 1 ball

2 players pass back and forth trying to keep ball away from the
monkey in the middle

Dribble/Score

Progressions

3 cones in front of the
goal or side angle

Progression of dribbling and scoring - 1) Start in line at top of cones,
run through, score 2) Start in line at top of cones, dribble through
cones, score 3) One line at top of cones and one line beside goal
with the ball, run through cones/partner passes you a ball to score

Scoring

Tunnels

Groups of 3. One in the middle with feet apart to make a goal. Player
Groups of 3 and 1 ball 1 tries to kick the ball between Player 2 in the middle, Player 3
retrieves and then takes their turn.

Scoring

Scoring

Set up the teams in two lines facing eachother. Goal is to get the ball
and dribble it back across your teams line. Start out calling 1 number
at a time, so 1 player from each team comes out (roll the ball out/do
not just sit it on the middle). Round 2+ you can call 2-3 numbers a
time (work together)!

Steal the Bacon

Two teams and give
everyone a number

Angry Birds

Teams work together to run from their nest/net out to the birds
Balls in the middle and nest/middle to steal one ball at a time, dribble it back to their nest,
and score a goal. Repeat. They may steal from the other goals (but
2-4 teams
they may not steal from another player).
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